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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
F OR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLIN OI S
EASTERN DIVISION
LEGAL HELPERS DEBT
RESOLUTION, LLC,

Plaintif
f,
Case No. 12-cv-03055
GLOBAL CLIENT SOLUTIONS,
LLC and CDS CLIENT SERVICES,
INC.,
Defendants.

CDS CLIENT SERVICES, INC.'S
O PPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S "EMERG E N C Y " M O T ION FOR REM A N D
The motion for remand filed by Legal Helpers Debt Resolution, LLC (" Legal Helpers" )
is not an emergency. CDS Client Services, Inc. ("CDS") has never stopped servicing — and
continues to service — the very accounts that Legal Helpers professes to have been abandoned by
CDS. The accounts about which Legal Helpers recently got client complaints are not accounts
over which CDS hascontrol;they are accounts over which Legal Helpers seized control a month
ago. Legal Helpers is either confused or being disingenuous, but either way, there is no
emergency:each account that CDS "controls" is being serviced by CDS and is not among the
accounts that are the subject of the complaints to which Legal Helpers has cited. Accordingly,
this Court should treat this motion as a typical motion by setting a reasonable briefing schedule
to allow CDS more thanthe twenty hours that CDS was afforded to respond in advance of the
Court's presentment hearing.
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If, however, the Court decides to treat Legal Helpers' motion as an emergency, then it
should deny the motion. Global Client Solutions, LLC (" Global" ) is a classic nominal party
whose consent is not necessary for removal. It admittedly has no interest in the outcome of this
proceeding, let alone any claimed ownership interest in the funds that are the subject of this
litigation. No matter how the action is framed, it is a dispute between Legal Helpers and CDS.
Global has made it abundantly clear that it is but a spectator, having stated in writing after
receiving Legal Helpers' Verified Complaint that it "intends to remain neutral and leave this
matter to the companies and/or courts for the ultimate determination as to the dispute." Indeed,
Legal Helpershas acknowledged Global's complete indifference as to who should win and who
should lose in this action.
Under clear and controlling Seventh Circuit law, where, as here, "it is of no moment" to a
defendant "whether the one side or the other side" succeeds, that defendant is a "nominal" party.
In any event, if Legal Helpers somehow prevailed, the Court could simply direct CDS to instruct
G lobal to
do as Legal Helpers asks. Under Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of CivilProcedure, an
injunction against CDS would be binding on Global as CDS's agent and as an entity with which
CDS is acting in concert. Consequently, Global is not a necessary party, but rather a nominal
one, andthere is no need for Global's consent to removal.
I.

BACK GR O U N D
CDS is an administrator of debt service accounts. (Declaration of David Henson

("Henson Dec."), filed as an attachment to this brief, $ 7). Legal Helpers is a law firm primarily
handling consumer bankruptcies. (Id.) In 2009, Legal Helpers teamed with CDS to provide debt
settlement services to certain Legal Helpers clients for which CDS would earn certain fees. (Id.
$$ 7-8). To that end, CDS was responsible for setting up and administering accounts for
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approximately 4,000 of Legal Helpers' clients. (Id. f[ 11). Global has been the company
responsible for processing payments to creditors of Legal Helpers' clients and sending fees to
Legal Helpers and CDS Rom the roughly 4,000 accounts that CDS has historically administered.

(Id. $$ 9-10, 12).
The 4,000 Legal Helpers accounts that CDS set up and managed fall into two general
categories pertinent to this motion: "Generation One Client Accounts"; and "Generation Two
Client Accounts." (Id. $ 11). There are approximately 3,200 Generation One Client Accounts
and approximately 800 Generation Two Client Accounts. (Id.)
In January 2011, a group of consumers filed a putative class action lawsuit in the United
States District Court for the Western District of Washington against, among others, Legal
Helpers. (Id. $ 13). The Washington class alleged violations by Legal Helpers of the
Washington Debt Adjusting Act and the state's consumer protection laws. (Id.) In particular,
the class complaint alleged that Legal Helpers created "an illusion that the debt relief services
constitute the practice of law or are being performed solely incidental to the practice of law"
when, in fact, the "[r]ecited legal services are either not performed, not performed by an attorney
authorized to practice law in Washington, or performed solely incidental to the debt relief
program contractedfor by consumers." (Id.)
Months later in 2011, the Attorney General of the State of Illinois, acting on behalf of the
People of Illinois, filed a civil complaint in the Circuit Court of the Seventh Judicial Circuit,
Sangamon County, against Legal Helpers. (Id. $ 14). There, Attorney General Madigan alleged
that Legal Helpers had violated the Illinois Debt Settlement Consumer Protection Act and the
state's other consumer protection laws. (Id.) In particular, Attorney General Madigan alleged
that Legal Helpers engaged in unfair and deceptive business practices under Illinois state law by,

-3
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among other things, misleading consumers into believing they would be represented by a law
firm for debt resolution services when, in fact, all debt negotiation and related services were to
be provided by non-law firm third parties. (Id.)
On March 22, 2012, nearly a year after Illinois filed its consumer &aud action, Legal
Helpers sent CDS a demand for two large "contribution deposits" to fund potential settlements of
the Washington and Illinois consumer &aud cases, with both deposits to be paid in a week. (Id. $
15). Legal Helpers sent substantively identical demand letters to its other 40 plus account
administrators. (Id.)
CDS and theother administrators refused; there was no basis for CDS and the other
administrators to pay Legal Helpers for anything related to the cases alleging that Legal Helpers
violated the various consumer protection laws. (Id. $ 16). No settlements had been reached in
those cases,and Legal Helpers flatly refused to provide any information or accounting as to how
it determined the amounts of the purported "contribution deposits." (Id.)
Legal Helpers thereafter apparently concocted a plan to seize the fees to which CDS and
others were entitled as a way to fund its mounting liabilities. On March 30, 2012, Legal Helpers
summarily terminated all of its contracts with all of its service providers (including CDS) "for
cause" on the pretext that each administrator had breached its respective contract with Legal
Helpers in the exact same way. (Id. $ 17). Legal Helpers sent every administrator the identical
form letter claiming identical breaches regardless of the differences in facts and contract
language. (Id. $ 19). Legal Helpers also sent a notice to all of its clients, telling those clients that
all work going forward would be handled by Legal Helpers and that those clients should
"ONLY" contact Legal Helpers about their accounts using the contact information provided. (Id.

0 20)
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In response to this purported termination, CDS commenced a lawsuit against Legal
Helpers in the Superior Court of the State of California (the "California Action" ). In the
California Action, which is still pending, CDS seeks (among other things) declaratory and
injunctive relief preventing Legal Helpers Rom doing exactly what it is attempting to do in this
case — execute its wrongful termination and seize the fees that CDS is earning from servicing the
Generation One Client Accounts. (Id. $ 21). CDS did not name Global as a party to the
California Action because Global has no stake in whether CDS or Legal Helpers services the
Generation One Client Accounts. (Id.)
Following its purported termination of CDS, Legal Helpers unilaterally seized complete
control of the Generation Two Client Accounts, which Global permitted Legal Helpers to do
because Legal Helpers was listed as the "Sponsor" on those accounts. (Id. $ 22). Legal Helpers
stripped CDS of all power over those Generation Two Client Accounts. (Id. $ 27). Thus, Legal
Helpers is now the only entity that has the authority and ability to service the approximately 800
Generation Two Client Accounts. (Id. $23).
Global did not, however, permit Legal Helpers to seize complete control over the
Generation One Client Accounts. CDS instructed Global not to do so, and Global followed that
instruction because CDS, not Legal Helpers, is listed as the Sponsor on those Generation One
Client Accounts. (Id. $ 22). CDS continues to service each and every one of the Generation One
Client Accounts. (Id. $ 23). Indeed, there are no reported service issues with respect to any of
the Generation One Client Accounts. (Id. $$4, 28).
Legal Helpers has not sought any injunctive relief in California and has not filed any
counterclaim there. Nor has Legal Helpers sought to join Global as a purported "necessary
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party" in the California Action. Instead, on April 23, 2012, Legal Helpers filed a duplicative
lawsuit in Illinois state court.
CDS obtained Illinois counsel on April 24 and removed the Illinois action on the basis of
diversity jurisdiction on April 25. The next day, on April 26, Legal Helpers filed its
"emergency" motion to remand, effectively persuading the Court under false pretenses to allow it
to present the motion the next day. That motion is not an emergency, and should be denied in
any event.
II.

T H ERE I S NO EMERGENCY.
Legal Helpers explains that it needs "emergency" attention to its motion for remand

because "CDS has stopped providing services to Legal Helpers' clients and is directing them to
call Legal Helpers directly for any debt settlement services." (Dkt. No. 10, $ 2). That statement
is false.
As the President of CDS explains in his Declaration, Legal Helpers is "mixing up
accounts." (Henson Dec. $ 3). CDS has continued to service all Generation One Client
Accounts. (Id. $ 23). Indeed CDS is not aware of an re orted service issues with res ect to
an of the rou hl 3 200 Generation One Client Accounts. (Id. $$4, 28).
The only accounts that CDS stopped servicing, and in turn has been telling people to call
Legal Helpers for questions about debt settlement services, are the Generation Two Client
Accounts over which Legal Helpers unilaterally seized control. (Id. $$22, 27). CDS told clients
to contact Legal Helpers about those accounts because that is what Legal Helpers instructed CDS
to do, (id. $ 20), and because Legal Helpers, not CDS, has control over those accounts. (Id. $$
22, 27). To the extent that there are service issues with respect to any of the 800 Generation Two
Client Accounts, only Legal Helpers has the ability to fix those issues. (Id. $6).
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The emails that Legal Helpers provided to the Court as attachments to the affidavit
submitted by "a supervisor and manager" of Legal Helpers demonstrate the fallacy of its claimed
"emergency" and its own confusion over who is supposed to be servicing which accounts. The
two clients who sent those emails are both clients with Generation Two Client Accounts, which,
again, are accounts over which Legal Helpers unilaterally (and wrongfully) seized complete
control away Irom CDS. (Id. $ 26). CDS does not have the ability to service those clients and
those accounts. If anyone has abandoned those clients, it is apparently Legal Helpers.
The fact of the matter is that CDS continues to service the approximately 3,200
Generation One Client Accounts. Those Generation One Clients are not "without service on
their debt settlement cases" as Legal Helpers inaccurately represented in its motion. (Dkt. No.
10, $ 1). Legal Helpers' "emergency" is a mirage.
III.

T H E M O T I O N FOR REMAND SHOULD BE DENIED.
Emergency or no emergency, Legal Helpers' motion for remand is unfounded and should

be denied.
It is important to note at the outset that Legal Helpers does not dispute that this Court has
diversity jurisdiction. Indeed, as CDS asserted in its Notice of Removal, (Dkt. No. 1, $$ 5-8), all
of the parties in this action, including Global, are completely diverse and the amount in
controversy far exceeds $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
Legal Helpers' only objection to CDS's removal of the action to this Court is the fact that
Global has not consented to the removal — a fact that CDS specifically identified and explained
in its Notice of Removal. (Id. $ 12). Legal Helpers' lone objection should be overruled for
several independent reasons.
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First, the objection is premature. Global has until May 24, 2012, thirty days Irom the
date it first received the complaint, to consent to the removal of the action. 28 U.S.C. ) 1446(b).
Remanding the matter now, before the expiration of the 30-day deadline and without any formal
representation by Global directly to the Court, would effectively prevent Global Irom exercising
its right to have this case heard in federal court.'
Second, the objection is unfounded, irrespective of whether Global consents or objects to
removal. As CDS explained in its Notice of Removal, Global is nothing more than a nominal
party whose consent is not necessary for removal. In its papers, Legal Helpers acknowledges
that a nominal defendant "need not consent to the removal of an action to Federal court." (Dkt.
No. 10, tt 17). Legal Helpers' sole argument is its specious assertion that Global is not a nominal
defendant but rather a party with a real interest in the outcome of this matter. Legal Helpers is
mistaken.
A "nominal defendant" is one whose interest in the suit is "merely incidental," and where
"it is of no moment [to the defendant] whether the one side or the other side in [the] controversy
succeeds." SEC v. Cherif , 933 F.2d 403, 414 (7th Cir. 1991) (quoting Bacon v. Rives, 106 U.S.
99, 104 (1882)); see also Am. Country Ins. Co. v. Turner Constr. Co., No. 01 C 9561, 2002 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 5703, at *8 (N.D. Ill. April 3, 2002) (citing to Cherif and explaining that someone is
a nominal party if "it is not of concern to [that litigant] whether one party or the other
succeeds"). A stakeholder with no ownership interest in the subject matter of the dispute is a
nominal party. Cherif,933 F.2d at4 14. In contrast,a necessary party isone w ho expressly

' In fact, the Supreme Court held that a court of appeals may ignore the 30-day deadline and find
diversity jurisdiction as long as that technical defect is cured before the entry of a final judgment.
Caterpillar Inc. v. Lewis, 519 U.S. 61, 76-77 (1996).
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"claims" a particular "interest relating to the subject of the action." Fed. R. Civ. P. 19; Cherif,
933 F.2d at 414.
Global is clearly a nominal party. It has no interest in the accounts in question, and Legal
Helpers does not even argue that it does. Global's only connection to this case is that it remains
a payment processorfor roughly 3,200 accounts that CDS setup and continues to service, and as
such, is caught in the middle of a dispute between Legal Helpers and CDS. Legal Helpers, on
the one hand, insists that Global should permit Legal Helpers to seize complete control over the
Generation One Client Accounts, whereas CDS instructed Global not to do so, because CDS (not
Legal Helpers) is listed as the exclusive "Sponsor" on those Generation One Client Accounts.

(Henson Dec. tt 22).
Caught in the middle with no interest in the underlying funds, Global has made it clear to
the parties that it "intends to take the courts [sic] direction as to whom is the appropriate Sponsor
of the client" and will "defer to the decision of the court." (Id. tt 29; Ex. 7). Global has also
stated that it "intends to remain neutral and leave this matter to the companies and/or courts for
the ultimate determination as to the dispute." (Id. tt 30; Ex. 8). Global is thus a classic nominal
party — a stakeholder with no interest in the underlying funds and no interest in the ultimate
outcome of this litigation. Who wins or loses in this action is of "no moment" to Global.

' Legal Helpers' reliance on Illinois law, (Dkt. No. 10, tt 18), is misplaced. Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 19 governs the question of whether a party is a "required party" that must be "joined,"
i.e.,
"necessary." Provident Tradesmens Bank & Trust Co. v.Patterson, 390 U.S. 102, 125 n.22

(1968) (noting that "it has been clear that in a diversity case the question of joinder is one of
federal law"); Americas Ins. Co. v. Chicago, No. 96 C 6085, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1023, at *2
(N.D. Ill. Feb. 3, 1997) (applying Rule 19 because "the question of joinder of necessary parties
in a diversity case is one of federal law"). Indeed, Legal Helpers concedes that Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 65 governs the issuance of any injunctive relief in this case, thereby conceding
the obvious: that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, not Illinois state procedural rules, control.
(Dkt. No. 10, Ex. C, $ 15).
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Although Legal Helpers and CDS dispute a great deal in this case, that is something they do not
dispute.
Legal Helpers' contrary assertion that Global is actually a "necessary party" is erroneous.
Global is most certainly not a necessary party. A necessary party is one who "claims an interest
relating to the subject of the action." Fed. R. Civ. P. 19(a). Global has no interest in the funds
that are the subject of this litigation. It has no dog in this fight. It is a mere spectator awaiting
the Court's decision. In fact, it has said that it will not even send counsel and that it will remain
"neutral" rather than taking a side. That makes Global a nominal party, not a necessary party.
Cherif, 933 F.3d at 414 n.13 ("A nominal defendant...has no interest in the property that is the
subject of the litigation" ); see also Turner Constr., 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5703, at *8
(recognizing that a litigant is a nominal party if "it is not of concern to [that litigant] whether one
party or the other succeeds").
Turning a blind eye to the above cases, Legal Helpers argues that Global is "necessary"
because "absent its inclusion as a party defendant, the court cannot possibly render a decision
that will protect the interests of Legal Helpers or its clients." (Dkt. No. 10, $ 19). That argument
is misguided.
CDS is currently servicing the Generation One Client Accounts and remains the Sponsor
of those accounts. Thus, to the extent that Legal Helpers persuades the Court to enter injunctive
relief relating to those accounts, CDS has the ability to control those accounts, including, if
required, the ability to instruct Global to administer the accounts in a way that is consistent with
whatever injunctive relief the Court orders.
In fact, Global does not even need to be a party for Legal Helpers to obtain the relief it
seeks. As the Seventh Circuit recognized in Pasco International (London) Ltd. v. Stenographic

— 10
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Corp., 637 F.2d 496 (7th Cir. 1980), Rule 65 dictates that "[e]very order granting an injunction is
binding" not only upon "the parties to the action," but also "upon those persons in active concert
or participation with them who receive actual notice of the order by personal service or
otherwise." Id. at 501 (" Rule 65 obviously contemplates that agents need not be parties to suits
for injunctive relief against their principals" ). Consequently, if the Court eventually enters the
injunctive relief that Legal Helpers seeks as against CDS, then both CDS and Global would be
bound by that injunction because the two companies are "in active concert" with respect to the
Generation One Client Accounts regardless of whether Global was even a party in these
proceedings.
IV.

CONC L U S I ON
The "emergency" that Legal Helpers fabricated does not exist, nor does the alleged

technical deficiency in CDS's Notice of Removal. Global is simply a nominal party and a
spectatorwhose consent is not needed for removal. Legal Helpers' motion forremand should be
denied.
Respectfully submitted this 27th day of April, 2012,
CDS CLIENT SERVICES, INC.

/s/ Geo fire A. Vance
Geoffrey A. Vance [¹6231366]
gvance@mwe. corn
Jonathan C. Huckabay [¹6293042]
jhuckabay@mwe.corn
MCDERMOTT WILL & E M ERY LLP

227 West Monroe Street
Suite 4400
Chicago, Illinois 60606
Phone: (312) 372-2000
Fax: (312) 984-7700
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Geof&ey A. Vance, certify on this 27th day of April, 2012, that the foregoing
document, filed through the ECF system, will be sent electronically to the registered participants
as identified on the Notice of electronic filing, and paper copies will be sent to the following
non-registered participants by Federal Express:
Global Client Solutions, LLC
c/o Brent Hampton, Registered Agent
4500 S. 129th E. Ave.
Suite 175
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74134

/s/ Geode A. Vance

DM US 33840302-3.090845.0011
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